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This past Saturday, at our Feast of Fire in Olive Branch Mississippi, you were kind enough to give me an
opportunity to present an update status on your Q Foundation for Kids. I thought it would be beneficial
for those that were unable to attend the business meeting of the Feast of Fire to also have a chance to
be provided with the content of that presentation. With approval from Chief Supreme Tlaloc Paul J.
Moretti, this is being distributed to all members of the See with a valid e-mail account listed on the
Supreme Q Website. If the local Teocalli Tlacuilos would be kind enough to provide hard copies to those
members who do not have valid e-mails, it would be much appreciated. For those members who wish to
continue to receive updates and newsletters from the Foundation by e-mail, kindly add a new one or
update any invalid e-mail address on the Supreme Q Website. The Board of Directors of the Foundation
have currently limited our overhead and administrative costs to less than $25.00 USD per month.
Mailing information about the Foundation would reduce funding available to our collective cause.
Additionally, please feel free to share this presentation with any non-Q member, private citizen, local
businesses, your ladies, your family members or anyone else that would be interested in our progress.
Below, you will find the entire contents of that presentation. Should you have any questions, please feel
free to reach out to myself or any member of the Foundation.
Just below, you will find some notable media releases regarding the Foundation, our Facebook page
where we would like you to like and follow us and the URL to your Foundation Website (currently
undergoing major construction).
http://loveachild.com/news-archive/update-on-d/
http://loveachild.com/2016/08/dieubon-recovers-from-spina-bifida-surgery-and-returns-to-haiti/

https://www.facebook.com/Q-Foundation-for-Kids-579752222179707/?ref=nf
http://www.qfoundationforkids.org/
Warriors, thank you for this opportunity to address the current status of your Q Foundation for Kids.
One year ago today, we had a very personal dialogue with each other. In that dialogue, we discussed
the desired objectives and trajectory of your Foundation, knowing full well that what we did not know
far outweighed what we did. Our first objective, of course, was to secure our 501(c)3 nonprofit status
as a Private Foundation allowing your Foundation to pursue funding options to support the issuance
of tax receipts to accept funding donations.
Thanks to our Vice Chairman Larry Carr, on December 31st, 2015 we received our status from the IRS
and the Foundation was officially born. Today, we are 9 months old.
In its most simplistic form, the Foundation is based on two guiding principles. On one side, the
Foundation has been specifically structured to identify and target external funding sources that were
previously unavailable to the Q and the Shrine. This allows us to pursue and accept Grants from other
private foundations, corporate foundations, government foundations and private citizens.
On the other side, under IRS guidelines, this broadens our ability to fund anything that enhances the
experience of Shrine children and their families within, and under the care of, the Shriners hospitals
system. This significantly broadens the Foundation’s ability to support Shrine hospital children and
their families in areas currently not authorized to the Q and the Shrine.
In the past year, the most frequently asked question has been how this impacts the current
fundraising efforts in the Q. That answer is very simple, it does not change anything. Every dollar of
fundraising at the Warrior, Teocalli, Association and Supreme levels are critical to the Supreme
Hospital Transportation fund, allowing the Q to continue to support the cause that has guided us since
the formation of our Order. The Foundation does not accept money from the Teocallis, Associations,
Supreme, Shrine Centers and Shrine Clubs unless those Q and Shrine entities provide targeted
donations to the Foundation so the Foundation can assist the Q and Shrine entities in supporting areas
of Child care that they may not legally support directly. This symbiotic relationship between the Q, the
Shrine and the Foundation essentially provides these entities with a legal opportunity to support the
Children in areas that they wish to support, but cannot.
A few examples would be as follows: While the Q and Shrine continue to support transportation of
children to and from the Shrine system, they cannot provide medium to long term housing support to
the children or families while the child is hospitalized or recuperating between hospital procedures.
The Foundation may provide this support for the entire duration of the child’s medical treatments,
eliminating the requirement to send our children back home within the United States, Canada, Mexico
and any other country in the world. This includes, but is not limited to, rent, clothing and food on a
medium to long term basis. This is critically import as Shriners International begins to expand its

exceptional outreach to foreign patients previously without access to the Shriners system and
subsequently underserved.
And while the list is potentially endless, another example is a request from a child to have an iPad or
hand held video game system easing their discomfort while undergoing medical procedures or their
recovery between these ongoing medical procedures.
So what does this mean with regards to the integration of funding support between the Order and the
Foundation? As funding requests come to the Foundation and the Order from Shrine Centers, Shrine
Clubs or the Teocallis and Associations for support of our children, we have the ability to determine if
that request falls under the limited remit of the Order or the broadened remit of the Foundation. This
determination allows the Order to direct funding in areas where it can and the Foundation where it
can. In many cases the Foundation and Order may jointly fund grant applications easing the financial
burden on both and allowing each organization to enhance its grant budget allocations.
Furthermore, the relationship between the Order and Foundation increases the success of each. The
Order brings awareness to the Foundation through its membership and the Foundation increases
public and private exposure to the Order’s cause as the Foundation expands its geopolitical footprint
as the sandbox of the Order and the Shrine continues to shrink.
To summarize the main points, thus far:
1. Today is our 9 month birthday;
2. The Foundation is allowed to collect external funding where the Shrine and Q cannot;
3. The Foundation is now allowed to distribute funding to critical areas of care were the
Shrine and Q may not;
4. The Foundation will never cannibalize, compete with or interfere with Shrine and Q
fundraising;
5. The Foundation adds to the success of the Shrine and Q and through this partnership,
each organization increases awareness of our joint causes and significantly expands
awareness beyond the current Shrine and Q family.
6. And finally, the sum of our collective parts is greater than the whole.
Activities that the foundation are currently involved in include:
1. Transporting children to the Shrine Hospitals from Haiti and Ghana.
2. Issuing or budgeting for Grants for children coming from Mexico, Guatemala, Costa Rica,
Brazil and Germany.
3. And providing medium to long term housing for the Children and their families or caretakers.
However, we think the real story behind the Foundation children is the very personal and direct
contact we have with each. While we not be able to continue this as the Foundation expands, to date
the Foundation has personally meet each of our children directly in the hospital. We have met their
moms, families and caretakers. In one case, a Foundation child and Mom has visited one of our homes
for Sunday dinner. This level of personal contact allows us to understand needs before they become a

critical or emergency requirement. To be explicit, your Foundation is reaching out directly to touch the
hearts of our children and families and in return they have grown our very own hearts.
Your Foundation is already engaging in joint ventures with other non-profit Foundations who also
support Shrine Children. These joint ventures are allowing multiple foundations with the same cause
to share in the expenses of transportation, housing and other needs. This serves two very distinct
purposes. It doubles or triples the value of each dollar the Foundation receives. But more importantly,
it is bringing critically needed awareness to memberships that have no direct knowledge or affiliations
with the Order or Shrine. In order to survive, we must have non-Shriners and non-Q members
understand our cause and support us materially and financially. And perhaps as a side benefit increase
membership to our respective organizations.
Several months ago the Foundation joined forces with Love a Child, a non-profit Foundation
supporting children in Haiti. One child was approved for medical care at our Tampa hospital. Your
Foundation’s portion of the expenses to cover the child was only $800. The Love a Child Foundation
with a two million strong membership base sent a five page newsletter with pictures and stories of our
child describing their deep appreciation to the Foundation, the Order and the Shrine for its support. In
the first 6 hours of the newsletter e-mail distribution to their membership, their web team reported
28,000 unique clicks to that newsletter. That is broadening our respective reach. We continue to reach
out and develop further joint ventures to expand upon these goals.
In April of this year, a group of real estate developers called the Collective Genius contacted the
Foundation through Shriners International headquarters and the Tampa Hospital offering to donate a
facility to the Foundation to house children and families on a long term basis. Their offer included the
land and building, all renovations and appliances. Their intent was to provide a turnkey facility a mile
from the Tampa hospital. Two weeks ago we signed the closing documents and took possession of
your first Q Foundation Home. The Foundation home will house two families at a time in separate
units each with two bedrooms, a kitchen, bathroom and dining room a front yard and a private
backyard. We are anticipating a ribbon cutting ceremony in the first few months of 2017 with
invitations to each of you, Shrine and Imperial dignitaries, local community members, politicians, local
business supporting the operations of the Foundation home and heavy media coverage at the local,
state (and hopefully national) levels. The intention is to integrate seamlessly into the community and
garner the support of community based churches, local charities, local businesses and local citizens.
We want the community to take pride in their support of this facility supporting Shrine children.
Much more information will be coming shortly including the details and timing of the ribbon cutting
ceremonies. The Collective Genius, the Foundation, Shriners International and the joint board are
currently in discussions to determine the location for the next Q Foundation Home for the next
neediest Shrine Hospital. However, we can assure you that we will not proceed quickly in this area. We
will apply a thoughtful, methodical and fiscally conservative approach long before we consider
moving to stage two of our community based facilities. I wish to thank John “Smurf” Cornett and his
committee for driving this to conclusion and for their continued efforts in the on-going operations of
our new facility.

Concurrently, we have established a Grant Application committee headed by Mike Sazma and his
committee including Marcia Jacobi and Harry Hudgins who have been working on setting up the
registrations and approval process for many Foundations to provide financial and material goods.
Currently, we have already been approved or qualified by over 15 private and corporate foundations.
We are also in the process of securing approvals and registrations for another 15 Foundations. In our
queue to begin the process are another approximate 135 Foundations. While I won’t list each of them
today, I would like to draw attention to some real victories.
1. TechSoup a conglomeration of high tech software and hardware global firms is already
providing services to the Shrine Hospital system.
2. The Kimberly/Clark Foundation, a major provider of medical supplies has approved the
Foundation for receipt of medical supplies to the Shrine system and are currently working
out the logistics for receipt of medical supplies in our hospital system. One question they did
ask us was how big our loading docks are at our Shrine hospitals.
3. VDAC (Vehicle-Donation to any charity) has been set up to accept any and all donations of
vehicles from the public or Q members to any charity. VDAC arranges the pickup, sale of the
vehicle and tax receipts are sent directly to the donor for fair market value of the vehicle.
100% of the proceeds from the sale of the vehicles are sent directly to the Foundation and
deposited directly into the Foundation bank account minus a small processing fee to VDAC.
The donors and the Foundation require no physical efforts involved in this donation
transaction.

4. Perhaps our crown jewel to date is getting registered with the Combined Federal Campaign.
This allows us to be selected as a charity for all Federal Government employees, contractors
and retirees who wish to contribute to the Foundation via payroll deductions through the
entire year, giving these Federal donors a tax receipt.
The current status of our tax registrations in Canada and Mexico is very exciting. Our law firm in
Ottawa, Canada advised us last week that barring any paperwork hurdles, the Q Foundation for Kids
Canada is approximately 7 weeks away from incorporation and our ability to begin providing tax
receipts for Canadian donations under the regulations of the Canada Revenue Agency. Our Mexican
attorneys have made significant progress to provide tax receipts for Mexico donations. While the
process for Mexico status is significantly longer and more complex than Canada and the Unites States,
we expect progress updates from the Mexican authorities by the start of 2017.
And finally, I want to address how the Foundation has brought so many Warriors, non Q members and
Ladies together for our common cause. Seasoned leaders within the Order are working side by side
with new Coates and Artisans. The Foundation is crossing Association jurisdictions, crossing three
countries, multiple cultures and multiple languages. One notable event under the direction of Jason
Calverley is a new young Coate who joined the Order several months ago with significant education
and work experience in bleeding edge technology who will be rebuilding the Foundation Website that
will match the best of those currently on the Web. In addition to this, his experience in developing

apps for Android and iPhone smartphones will lead us down paths of technology for uses that we can’t
even contemplate at this time. The future is ours and we will collectively seize it.
Warriors, we have numerous Committee Chair positions open and countless requirements for
committee members. If you or someone you know including non-Masons, your ladies or family
members have a skill that can benefit your Foundation, contact any member of the Foundation and we
will find a correct spot.
God bless our Shrine children, our Order and our Foundation. Thank you.

Rob P. Cave, Foundation Chairman of the Board

